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Following a Proud Tradition of Excellence
Over 80 years ago, the National Underwriter Company started the Fire, Casualty, & Surety Bulletins (FC&S) service and it exists to this 
day as the premier property and casualty information service, providing objective information—particularly in the area of insurance policy 
interpretation—to all types of insurance professionals. The current FC&S Online permits subscribers to retrieve over 5,000 documents 
through a state-of-the-art content management system and graphical user interface. Today’s FC&S Online brings information and analysis to 
the desktops of thousands of insurance professionals throughout the world.

FC&S Legal: The Insurance Coverage Law Information Center
Due to tremendous demand from the legal community, we have expanded our focus to meet the insurance coverage law information needs of 
busy legal professionals working in private practice or in-house and representing either policyholders or insurance carriers. FC&S Legal: The 
Insurance Coverage Law Information Center was developed by an experienced team of experts to ensure that attorneys have access to the 
most comprehensive and up-to-date insurance coverage law information available anywhere, wherever and whenever they need it.

Why Subscribe?
FC&S Legal is the only easy-to-use, one-stop shop giving insurance coverage law attorneys access to the most timely, authoritative, 
comprehensive, and exciting insurance coverage law information available—whenever and wherever they need it. Whether you are an 
attorney practicing insurance coverage law in a large law firm, a boutique or in-house, whether you represent policyholders or insurance 
companies, or whether you are an insurance company or corporate executive who wants to keep apprised of the latest in insurance coverage 
law, we know you will find FC&S indispensable. There is simply no more valuable insurance coverage law resource than FC&S Legal available 
anywhere else in the market. You will wonder how you ever got along without it!

Among the Many FC&S Legal Subscriber Benefits:
»   Daily Developments, featuring case law analysis and commentary, a Trial Strategy column, and reporting on Legislative and 

Regulatory changes, written exclusively by FC&S Legal’s Director, an attorney and Harvard Law School graduate

»   Full-text of court cases, just a click away!

»   Breaking daily Industry News coverage and a Calendar of Events

»    The Insurance Coverage Law Report, a print and online publication containing in-depth articles written by leading insurance 
coverage law practitioners

»   Eye on the Experts columns providing cutting edge legal analysis

»   The FC&S Daily Legal Report: opt-in for daily delivery of major developments

»   3,400 discussions of policy analysis, interpretation, exposures, enforcement, and more

»   Litigation Watch featuring thousands of exclusive, searchable case summaries

»   Access to hundreds of “Ask the Experts” scenarios based on real-world Q&As

»   Nearly 2,500 hard-to-find standard lines of coverage forms from ISO, AAIS, and other sources

»   eAlerts that can be customized to your needs

»   All documents (including PDFs!) that are completely searchable

»   And much, much more!

The legal world’s portal into the most interesting and innovative  
insurance coverage law information product on the market today!


